NO!

HAVE A LOOK AND SEE!

ITS A SURPRISE!
EDITORIAL:

First things first, an apology from me about the lateness of this month's DM. No excuses - except that I had a cold, and the cat did a runner so I was too upset, and it was the printers fault and that phone call I didn't get kept me busy for a while and I wasn't on holiday at the time none of this didn't happen!

Anyway, what do you think of the new look? And the extra 4 pages, not bad eh? If we are going to keep the production up to 20 pages (or even more - who knows?), we need your articles again....

Once again we have special offers from the companies advertising in Dragon Monthly but you must remember to tell them your subscription number and state that you are a subscriber of DM otherwise you will not get the benefits. Any of you lot that are going to Wales for the Dragon show in October can come and see us and especially the wonderfully talented me! (although I can't spell for the life of me).

After my moan last month, I did actually receive 2 articles and a few letters, amazing! Maybe if I moan this month as well, I'll get a few more.....no. I think I'll give you a chance to send something in without being influenced in any way. (But boy I'll have something to say next month if you don't!). By the way, this magazine is going to be invaded by "Jooba's" (!) next month......oh my God.

Wayne Smithson

OUR ADDRESS:
Dragon Monthly,
Smithson Computing,
24 Coal Hill Green,
Bramley,
Leeds LS13 1DR.
Tel: (0532) 551631

Subscription charges: £7.50 per year (UK) £10.00 (Overseas) payable to Smithson Computing
News Roundup

The long awaited "BEANPATCH" for Micro Vision's Beanstalker program has finally been released. Beanpatch allows the user to edit load and save their own Beanstalker scenes to and from tape. The tape effectively extends the life of the game indefinitely as you will never run out of scenes. The tape will retail at £2.00 inclusive of postage and packing and can be ordered from Micro Vision.

News of a new software company for the Dragon fills the air with mystery and the unusual...... It is OCCULT SOFTWARE, based in Chandlers Ford. Occult Software's first offering is a program on 'Numerology' and judging by the information received it sounds fascinating. The information states:

"Following this program will give you an insight into not only yourself, but others around you. You will find there is an overall character number, this shows how the 'world at large' sees the subject; this is followed by the outer character number, which shows how the subject 'projects' himself to others and the impression he makes; the final number is the inner character, this shows the true 'inner-self' of the subject, how he is regardless of how he may appear to others."

The price of this program will be £5.00 and is due for release at the Cardiff show on October 4th. Andrew Pierce of Occult Software is also on the lookout for, "unusual - and stress the 'unusual'" programs to market on a royalty basis or outright purchase depending on the program so any budding weirdo programmers get in touch! Occult Software, living at this address Occult Software, 1 Merriweather Drive, Chandlers Ford, Hants., S05 2FQ. Telephone 04215 4406.

Frankie is due to be released at last at the show in Cardiff (going to be a good show that). Some of you may know about Frankie but for those who don't, it is a 100 screen platform and shoot-em-up game put together. Nobody has yet managed to cram 100 screens into the Dragon except me and that Roy Coates person so its a first for Dragonkind folk! Frankie is also in colour or black and white and has a myriad of hidden routines in it (dubbed 'Hackers Delight') and so it caters for the hackers and thinkers of the Dragon population as well as the games players. Who has produced it? Us of course, see bottom of page 14.

Smithson Computing Presents

"ELECTRONIC AUTHOR" is the machine code advanced word processor. Features include: Automatic page numbering, centering, paragraphing, 51/64x24 true upper/lower case screen display with full screen editing; either 'What You See Is What You Get' (WYSIWYG) type printing or let the computer arrange text, and it is all VERY easy to use. JUSTIFIED TEXT, making your letters, documents, etc., beautifully neat. Full block copy, delete, move included. Repeat key, excellent phrase search, change or delete facility. Fast typing, no missing out characters. Loading/saving rewritten to abolish 1/O errors and allowing filenames of up to 20 characters. Comes with full documentation and configure program to allow it to run with ANY PRINTER. Text space available is a massive 19,000 bytes!! DRAGON DOS VERSION NOW AVAILABLE. Cost is £14.95 (cassette) or £19.95 (disk). £12.95

...it is an excellent program...easy and very versatile to use. A must for anyone who owns a printer. - T. Bottomley, Wakefield.

"Excellent" - Jason Orbaum, Dragon User.

"...it is advertised as THE wordprocessor for the Dragon...it probably is." - Barry Johnson, Dragon Update.

The Talisman is also due to be released (again) at the Cardiff show, and like Frankie it too has 100 screens and hidden routines, so be at the show when Frankie does battle with The Talisman as both programs are going to be worth seeing. The Talisman is another Roy Coates production through Micro Vision. (sounds like a film!)
LETTERS PAGE

Send us your views, hints and tips, pleas for help, suggestions etc., and we will print your letter. Come on, put pen to paper. Send to LETTERS PAGE, DRAGON MONTHLY, 24 COAL HILL GREEN, BRAMLEY, LEEDS 13.

MISSING PROGRAMS?

In the past couple of months, 4 of my programs have disappeared. The cassette is still there, but there is nothing on them - the cassettes have been erased but the erase tabs have been removed (its un-natural... Ed)

I have now solved the mystery! It was due to a loose screw by the record head on my tape recorder. When play was pressed the slightest touch of record caused the record head to spring up and thus erase the tape. I would advise anyone who has has their recorder for any length of time to check the screw before they loose any of their programs.
J.D. Haigh
318 Pellon Lane
Halifax
HX1 4QD.

CITIZEN NEEDS HELP

I have a Dragon 32 with a Citizen 120-D printer, and cannot get block and line graphics to come up, except on its own in self-test. Also could anyone tell me the ASCII codes for WIDTH: LT1", 255 and J=N MOD 128. Please could someone relieve me of this problem, preferably with an example. Any help would be most welcome.
Philip Ravenscroft
40 Cedar Road
Willenhall
WV13 3JB.

RAINBOWS

Re: B.D. Johnson’s letter in DM1. I too have tried without any success to subscribe to “Rainbow”. Nobody seems willing or able to do anything about it, even people like WH Smiths. Apart from buying bundles of back numbers from Ekan in Manchester (there may be none left now) the only other alternative seems to be to buy direct from America which makes the price very steep indeed. Unless perhaps maybe the Tandy Users Group may be able to help?
J.D. Bateman
Orchard House
Cleator Moor
Cumbria
CA25 5LN.

MICRO-ELECTRIC!

Firstly, keep up the good work. I do not envy your task, it must be very difficult finding enough material and also trying to get contributions (understatement of the year! Ed). I have a suggestion.

I am an avid DIY person. If anything goes wrong I attempt to repair it. I have therefore built up some knowledge on electricity, repairing cars (oh good! Ed), etc. However I have no knowledge or possibly I have a little microknowledge of microelectronics. What I would welcome is some articles telling me about printed circuit boards, resistors, capacitors and what they do. Obviously it would be appropriate they could relate to the Dragon. I realise boards vary in the Dragon, I have had the top off mine and by talking to someone with some knowledge now realise that there are 2 boards. A power board and a main board (mother board?). You see, I have a microknowledge of microelectronics. Now over to you.
Eddie Freeman
80B Main Road
Old Duston
Northampton
NN5 6RA.

Wayne says: Actually there are 3 boards in the Dragon, power board, main board and keyboard! Ha, ha – I jest! I have spoken to an electronics expert about this but he wouldn’t do it so I’ve asked Roy Coates (who?) instead. If I have offended him, you may see something in a later issue. My knowledge of electronics gets as far as knowing what each individual chip or resistor does and how it works but I get completely lost when you put them all together and make a circuit!

JOYSTICKS FLEA

I have typed in the program called FLEA in March issue of Dragon User. I find that it is a good game but I have tried to convert the game to run on joysticks without success. Could anyone help me to convert it to joystick as I think it would play better.

I find that Dragon Monthly is very interesting, and I look forward to it every month. Keep up the good work.
Robert Reid
Flat 1
1 Gordon Road
Weston-Super-Mare
Avon, BS23 3BD.
OK, lets dig into the groove and boogy down to some funky machine coding, you dig! Hi, its wonderful, talented, trendy and very witty me again for the third part of this enlightening tutorial. These are just some of the things no-body wrote in to say about this page. First things first, 2 answers to last months little problem I set:

LDX #1536
LDA 7680
LOAD 1DA,X+
SIA ,U+
CMPX #7680 *or CMPU #13824
BNE LOOP
BNE LOOP
RTS

Both routines do the same job, but notice the second one is slightly shorter than the first. You should know how they work, read last months page on addressing modes, but if you are not sure, write or telephone and I will explain. Notice the Compare instruction compares with the number after the one we want to finish at (7679). This is because of the autoincrement, when location 7679 has been copied, X has 1 added to it and becomes 7680.

Now, onto something different, BRANCHES. You have already met one of the simplest branches, BNE (or LBNE) which means Branch if Not Equal, here are a few more simple ones:

BEQ - Branch if Equal, obviously the opposite of BNE.
BLO - Branch if Lower.
BMI - Branch if Higher.
BLS - Branch if Lower or Same.
BHS - Branch if Higher or Same.
BRA - Branch Always. (Jump).
BRN - Branch Never. (does nothing).
BSR - Branch to SubRoutine. Like GOSUB in BASIC.
BMI - Branch if Minus.
BPL - Branch if Plus (positive).
BGT - Branch if Greater Than (2's complement).
BLT - Branch if Less Than (2's complement).
BGE - Branch if Greater than or Equal (2's complement).
BLE - Branch if less than or Equal (2's complement).

For the time being, we can forget about the 2's complement form of branches, personally I very rarely use them. Have you ever done a sorting routine in BASIC whereby you check the 2 numbers next to each other and swap them round if they're in the wrong order? It's the simplest sorting method around and you are about to do it in machine code.

First though, you need to know about EXG and TFR commands. Actually you will only need EXG but TFR is similar so I will explain that as well while I am at it (at what?). EXG stands for EXChange and it swaps the values in 2 accumulators or 2 registers around so EXG A,B would put A into B and B into A. Likewise EXG X,U would put U into X and X into U, simple eh? TFR stands for TransFEr register and copies the first into the second so TFR A,B would copy A into B leaving A as it is, TFR B,A would copy B into A, TFR U,D would copy U into D (A and B).

 Armed with this information, you should be able to write a sort routine. In fact, that's the problem for this month. Write a sort routine to sort out 200 numbers between the addresses 4000 and 4200. Remember, you will need a flag to check whether the sort is complete or not. To test your routine, use the BASIC program on the next page and assemble your code at location 5000.
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Remember also to save your programs before you execute them in case they don't work and crash - there are no error messages in machine code!

One more thing about branches. It is obvious what happens after a CMP instruction, eg. CMPA #200 followed by BEQ LOOP would cause the program to goto LOOP if the value in A was 200. If the BEQ did not come after a CMP instruction, the BEQ stands for branch if equal to zero. The same applies with BNE and most of the other branches. So, DECA followed by BNE LOOP would go to loop if A as not equal to zero, and SUBA #25 followed by BEQ LOOP would go to loop if A was equal to zero after 25 had been subtracted.

The value of a location or accumulator can be tested at any time by using the command TEST. TEST stands for less obviously! - and can be in the form TSTA, TSTB or TEST location. The TEST command is exactly the same thing as a CMP with zero so TSTA is the same as CMPA #0 but is quicker and uses less memory.

All the branch instructions listed here also have a brother - the L branches, for instance LBEQ, LBEQ, LBEQ, LBEQ etc. These do exactly the same but the L stands for Long and they are necessary when you are branching to a part of the program which is a long way from where you are (>128 bytes or so away). They take up extra memory so always use short branches (the ones without the L in front) when in doubt. Your assembler will tell you if you need a long branch when you come to assemble it in which case you just put an L in front.

If you want to use the BSR (or BR) command, you must exit the routine you are branching to via an RTS (Return from Subroutine) command. This pair acts exactly like GOSUB and RETURN in BASIC. More about the branches next month, as well as a bit on their addressing mode, RELEVANT.

The BRN, Branch Never command may seem like a waste of time seeing as it does nothing what-so-ever. It does have its uses though, mostly in programs that modify. This means that the program can change itself while running and that can be useful when you want to use only part of a routine. For example, say you had a 1st routine that BSRed to another 2nd routine but you do not want it to this time. All you have to do is change the BSR to the 2nd routine, to BRN by storing the correct number ($21) at the location where the BSR is - and then continue the 1st routine. When you have finished you then put the code for BSR ($16) back. Easy! BRN can also be used as a slight pause in a program (and I do mean slight, about 2ms!) where timing is critical.

One more thing, I'm curious as to how many of you are actually following these articles, write and tell me how you are getting on and where you are stuck (if at all) and I will clarify any uncertain areas in following issues. In any case, bye bye for now and don't let the bed bugs eat your toast on a morning..........Wayne Smithson
Hi, I'm back again with much more code's and poke's that I promised you from the previous issue. I'll start my page by explaining the code for an arcade game called "The Dark Pit", reviewed a couple of months back.

The Dark Pit

First load it up then play the game in the normal way. When you are stuck type: (P,B,L,M,C). After that it should make a loud thrrrrr! noise. This code is a bit like MAX on Jet-Set-Willy, I'll be explaining that later, anyway use the arrow key's to skip from sheet to sheet then when you have found you sheet you would like to be transported to press <ENTER>, then your man will appear at the top left hand corner then use the arrow keys (again) to steer your man up, down, left or right, then press enter and the game will restart, you can type this code in as many times as you like. Thanks to Gordon Twist, one of the authors for that.

JET SET MAX

You should all know this but for those few who don't, here it is again. When playing Jet-Set-Willy to change from screen to screen just type MAX but press all these three keys down at the same time or you will find that it does not work (tut, tut). Then just use the arrow keys or joystick the same way as The Dark Pit but instead of pressing <enter> press fire or space.

MANIC MADNESS.

When playing Manic Miner to change from screen to screen type PENGUIN but be careful when pressing 'P' because this can pause the game. Then, if all goes well an old boot should appear at the bottom right then all you have to do is press <BREAK> and a letter from A-V, this is the number of sheet you would like to start from, eg. G=sheet 7. And now.....this:

This month I am going to give some new codes that will help you in your game they're called poke's. (Yeah, this guys a dopper - Ed.) You can only use the pokes if you can disable the auto-runs (if any) on the games. These 3 pokes below will give you extra lives where n is a number between 1-255.

LUNAR ROVER PATROL...POKE=H5728,n=EXEC
WHIRLEY.BIRD...POKE=H2078,n=EXEC
ROMMELS REVENGE......POKE=16916,n=EXEC

These work because I have tested them, a lot more pokes and colour poke's to change colour of your screen next month. (If anyone knows of any pokes, codes or how to disable auto-runs, just drop me or Wayne a line, address at the front of the mag.

=================================================================
** DRAGON TOP FIVE GAMES **
   =
   = (1) BEAN-STALKER........... (MICRO VISION) =
   = (2) SHOCK-TROOPER......... (MICRODEAL) =
   = (3) ROMEL'S 3 D............ (MICRODEAL) =
   = (4) SHAOLIN MASTER....... (QUICKBEAM) =
   = (5) BOULDER CRASH....... (BLABY) =
=================================================================

The top five will be printed every month, this is how you can help. Predict your top three games for the next issue, if you predict the correct top three then you could win yourself a fiver. (fanfare!). To make things a bit harder, you have to send an amusing caption using letters from your top three (you don't have to use all the letters). Obscene captions will be accepted freely but not printed....well, maybe!
EXTRA DISCOUNTS FOR DM READERS!

Order value over £5: Deduct 50p!
Order value over £20: Deduct £1.00
Order value over £40: Deduct £2.50!!!

WE HAVE THE WORLD'S LARGEST RANGE OF DRAGON ACCESSORIES
- IF IT'S NOT LISTED, PLEASE ASK.

PEAKSOFT DRAGON SUPPLY CENTRE
48 QUEEN STREET, BALDERTON, NEWARK, NOTTS, NG24 3NT. Tel 0636 705230
SAME DAY DESPATCH OF MOST ORDERS RECEIVED BY 12 NOON (Monday-Friday)
----------------------------------------------
PLEASE PHONE FOR MORE DETAILS OF ANY ITEM, OR SEND SAE FOR FACT SHEETS
ON MODEM, PRINTERS, MONITOR, JOYSTICKS OR DISC OUTFITS

PRISM MODEM for Prestel, Micronet, and 1200/75 bulletin boards. All
you need to plug-in-and-go for the Dragon 32 and 64, with FREE Dragon
Comms Directory. £64.95. DIRECTORY also available separately at £1.50.
CHEETAH 125 AUTOFIRE JOYSTICK WITH DRAGONISER £14.95. FOUR(1) fire
buttons plus autofire - our recommended arcade joystick.
#PRO-STICK Genuine double potentiometer floating joystick, suitable
for all purposes. OUR PRICE £9.95 a pair, £5.50 each!
Trojan LIGHT PEN De Luxe £14.95! (RRP £17.95)
Dragon #T-SHIRTS £2.49 (RRP £3.50) #SWEAT SHIRTS £4.99!! (RRP £7.50)
Please state S, M, L or XXL size. Both are white - T-shirts have large
red Dragon logo, sweat shirts have small logo on left breast.
Superb #"I LOVE MY DRAGON" re-usable red/white CAR STICKER 99p

DRAGON BOOKS: Inside The Dragon (THE book!) £7.95. #All others @
£2.50 each post free!. Dragon Magic, Dragon Trainer, Dragon Games
Master, Working Dragon, Advanced Sounds and Graphics on the Dragon,
Artificial Intelligence on the Dragon.

Heavy duty computer POWER SUPPLY £16.95 complete. Dragon Data disk
drive TRANSFORMER £14.95. LEADS: AERIAL £2.50, CASSETTE £2.50, PRINTER
£11.95. Heavy duty DUST COVER with Dragon logo £3.95 (also fits most
dot matrix printers). Guaranteed Dragon-compatible Omega DATA RECORDER
£24.95

#Briefcase-style padded CARRYING CASE for Dragon & power supply £9.95.
Transform your Dragon with a fast-action, silky-smooth replacement
#KEYBOARD £24.95.

MAGAZINES: DRAGON USER £1984/5 £1 each - issues still available:
84: Mar/May/Jul/Nov/Dec. 85: Jan/Feb/Mar. New series £1.40 each - 1986:
Jul/Aug. Printer dumps of RADIO DRAGON £1 each issue: Issues 1-6. The
COMPLETE Radio Dragon, issues 1-6 with introduction £5.

PRINTERS: Just £49.95 buys the amazing Epson P-40 dot matrix thermal
printer with hi-res screen dump program (RRP £82)!! Or our new super
deals saves £75 on Panasonic's incredible new-style P1080 (100 letters
per second draft, 20 lps immaculate Near Letter Quality, 1k buffer) -
£194.95!! (This has become our all-time favourite in its class - it
printed this list.)

Fidelity colour MONITOR £199.95 (optional 4-year tube guarantee)
- the Fidelity is RGB + Composite, so if you change your computer, you
won't need a new monitor.

Britain's lowest advertised prices for complete Cumana (Dragon DOS
compatible) DISK DRIVE outfits...from £199.95!!!!

# means we hold the final stocks of these items.

TO ORDER: Note your name, address and goods required on the back of
your cheque or postal order. ACCESS/VISA orders accepted by phone.
Minimum credit card order: £5. Postage on all items is FREE. Personal
callers welcome (please phone first).
here it is at last....! not exactly 'program of the month' but just a humble basic screen dump. It's for a Memotech DMX80 but it's easy enough to change to suit most printers. Being basic it is rather slow, about 6 to 7 minutes.

Try and keep away from large black areas as this may warm up your printer head too much, experiment with a few things first because it draws in negative with some screens.

Make sure DIP switch 3 is off (with some printers this may be DIP switch 2) or you will get a gap between each line. This switches off the auto line feed.

Line (50) sets printer to 'elite' mode in order to give a 1:1 ratio of the screen, otherwise you get oval circles.

Line (60) dumps the picture on the far left of the paper. (Try other numbers and see where it goes).

Line (70) standard bit image designation command.

Line (80-110) collects the data from each row across the screen, 8 pixels high, and puts it into 'A'.

Line (130) sets line feed to 8/72 inch. To get no gaps between each row.

Line (140) line feed command. Set to what line 130 told it to do.

Line (150) instruction to scan the next line across the screen or to end the program if it has done the whole screen.

I don't know if you are familiar with the Memotech DMX80?, but it's a fantastic printer with loads of features usually only contained on much more expensive printers. If you get into doing hardware reviews perhaps you could have a look at it?

keep the mag coming, it's just what Dragon Users are looking for even if they don't all write in.

yours...member: may860046, Mike Townsend.
DRAGON MONTHLY "REVIEWSOFT"

Whether you belong to a company or are an individual, if you have a program you would like reviewing then send it to REVIEWSOFT here at Dragon Monthly. Let us tell the Dragon world about your program!

PROGRAM: Adventure Writer
TYPE: Utility
PRICE: 8.00 (cased)
SUPPLIER: COWEN SOFTWARE
23 Bristol Avenue,
Levenshulme,
Manchester,
M19 3NU.

The first I heard of Cowen Software's Adventure Writer was from Mike Gerrard's column when he was talking about how Cowen had squeezed Colossal Cave into the D32. Well here it is, they claim it's more powerful than Quill and they are probably right as Quill is for the Spitting Spectrum. The tape has three programs on it; the Format which sets up the database, the Editor which manipulates (hard word to say late on a Saturday night) the database and the Executer which as the name suggests executes the adventure. This is the best part of the utility as you can write adventures using the editor and the former occasionally to 'tidy up' the memory then save the code to tape and use it to run it every time.

Cowen say all they want, if you are going to sell an adventure written using Adventure Writer, is that you mention them in the game. The whole package for £8.00 is a snip and when the full manual is ready you'd be a fool not to buy it. That about sums it up except that I haven't told you about the actual commands! Well, they resemble a very understandable version of assembly language. There are commands to cover everything, eg. you have tested to see if you have dropped a ming vase and if you have then you change the text from Beautiful Ming Vase to Pile of Broken China.

Cowen say that a version will be available soon that is compatible with DRAGON DOS and Rainbow Writer so if you were writing a game on disk then you could save graphic screens on disk and load them in when you need them. So they have just about turned it into a graphic adventure writer. Overall 5/5.

Stephen Cogan

---

PROGRAM: HI-RES
TYPE: Utility
PRICE: 4.00 (cased)
SUPPLIER: STARSHIP SOFTWARE
23 Itern Road,
Cheadle,
Hulme,
Cheshire SK8 7QF.

This seemed to me to be an unusual program to introduce so late in the life of the Dragon. It should not be confused with the similarly named, but different by several orders of magnitude, HIRES utility from Compusense.

HI-RES is a small program that allows you to put text on the graphic screens. It comes in 3 parts, 2 different character sets and a designer program that allows you to change the character sets to your own liking. I found this necessary for the PMODE3 character set as they seemed to be far too chunky for my taste. The 2 character sets are provided as you can only use one or the other depending on which pmode you are in, 3 or 4. You only get these 2 choices to use as it won't work in the other modes. Both only give you a 32 by 24 display and each text string must be assigned X and Y co-ordinates and then passed to a small subroutine for printing on the graphic screen.

The printing to the screen is instantaneous and it has the appearance of being in a window, but this is merely dependant on the foreground/background in which the text was created. This can be changed by using a POKE to invert the text. I spent a while trying to make it work with my diskdrive plugged in but could not get it to work.

I am afraid that I don't think this compares with programs like RAINBOW WRITER which I have used quite a lot and HIRES from Compusense; both of which can be loaded into higher memory on my 64 and work with a diskdrive. Admittedly HIRES is about £20 but the last time I saw Rainbow Writer advertised it was only £5 and it is against these that I have to compare the price of this program which at £4 I thought was rather a lot considering the professional features of the other 2.
Even with the best will in the world, I couldn't recommend this at the price which is a pity because I really do like to encourage people to write good software, especially for the Dragon.

Barry Johnson

Beanpatch is the utility that players of Micro Vision's Beanstalk will have to get their hands on. The patch allows you to edit load and save Beanstalk screens to and from tape. The patch itself is loaded from within Beanstalk through the reserved option.

Before this patch became available, it was possible to edit the screens, but you couldn't save or load them so they were lost when you switched the machine off. To load it then, you just press 5 for reserved on the menu then type the access code 'REGISTER' and 'Y' to the tape response. Once the patch has loaded, the screen menu changes to include the 3 extra options. Operating the editor itself is very easy and you should be adding to the 60 screens provided in no time at all.

If you have Beanstalk (if not, why?), then this patch is a must as it effectively extends the life of the game indefinitely.

Wayne Smithson

PROGRAM: Predictor
TYPE: Utility
PRICE: 4.00 (cass)
SUPPLIER: Benley Software
  c/o John Penn Software
  Dean Farm Cottage
  Kingsley
  Bordon, Hants.

Predictor is, as the name suggests, a predicting program! It predicts the results of horse racing and football matches for doing the pools of. It is text only and is written in BASIC.

The program itself is quite easy to follow if you know a bit about the Gee Gees. Although it does explain how to find out the information required for the predictor to work, I still couldn't find all I needed, so I sought help. Having entered the information of 10 races into the program, (twice because the program has no error checking what-so-ever, this should not happen with commercial software), it gave me the predictions I wanted.

Now, my initial reaction to this program was that of the 'what a load of guff' nature but, hold fire, let us see if the donkey's it had picked actually won. And they're off......

Well, believe it or not, 6 out the 10 nags won! Now I think that is very good indeed but it is a great shame that Predictor is badly programmed. If the programmer had bothered to error check every input (in case of idiots like me), and had attempted to make the screen layout good to look at, then this would be worth the £4 asking price. This happens with so many programs, the important bit that does all the working out may be a masterpiece of programming, but if the program looks crap, the user is going to think that it is. Most of us DO judge a book by its cover. Having said that, if I'd actually backed the flippin' horses it predicted I'd have been sitting on a crate of champers by now...cheers!

Wayne Smithson
This program so kindly donated by me (Wayne), will dump the high resolution graphics screen to a BROTHER HR5 printer in either normal or double size.

To select a normal size dump, POKEstart+14,0 and for a double size dump POKEstart+14,1 where start is the location you loaded the machine code into (default is 10000). The code is completely position independent so you can put it anywhere once assembled.

To enter the code, use an assembler or a hex loader with the second column of numbers (ie. 20,0E,03,1B,41,10,08,00 etc.)

The program could easily be changed to work with other printers by changing the numbers in the PITCH and GRAPH parts of the program. The first number on each row is the number of codes (max. 4) followed by the codes themselves.

If replace the COMA (hex $43) command at location $276C on the printout to NOP (hex $12), you will get a reverse printout, ie black for white and white for black. Enjoy yourselves!
**REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL!**

10 COMPANIES ARE COMING TO KENT FOR ANOTHER DEFINITIVE DRAGON SHOW.

SOFTWARE,
HARDWARE,
PERIPHERALS,
AND PLENTY OF ADVICE WILL ALL BE WAITING FOR YOU.

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE......

SATURDAY 1st NOVEMBER 1986
10am TO 4pm (refreshments available)

METHODIST CHURCH HALL
MAIDSTONE
KENT

OFF M25.
Main line train station - MAIDSTONE
Ample parking facilities near church.

ENTRANCE FEE: ADULTS £1 CHILDREN 50p

For further details contact: COMPUTAPE on 0622 772589

***************

**THE 2nd. WELSH DRAGON COMPUTER SHOW**

at Cardiff-Wales Airport
on Saturday 4th October 1986
from 10.00 - 4.00

Admission - Adults : £1.00 Children & OAP's 50p

Among those that will be taking part are:

BLABY COMPUTER GAMES          OCCULT SOFTWARE
ROY COATES                    JOHN PENN
COMPUSENSE                   PEAKSOFT
COMPUTAPE                    SMITHSON COMPUTING

Ample car parking
Refreshments available from Departure Lounge.

Half hourly bus service (351) from Cardiff centre. Follow Airport signs from M4 or A48.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO TAKE PART AS A 'DEMONSTRATOR' SHOWING HOW YOU USE YOUR DRAGON IN AN UNUSUAL OR DIFFERENT WAY, PLEASE CONTACT JOHN PENN.

Further details from:
John Penn Discount Software,
Dean Farm Cottage,
Kingsley,
Bordon,
Hants., GU35 9NG. Telephone (04203) 5970

***************

Dragon computer shows play a vital part in keeping the Dragon civilisation as we know it, alive. You all have Dragons, some of you have diskdrives and printers as well as the occasional modem, touchpad - not to mention the software. Can you afford to let the Dragon die?

If the answer is 'no', as it should be, then be at these shows if at all possible. After all, if you don't it's your loss.

Dragon shows are advertised free of charge in Dragon Monthly. If you are organising one, or know someone who is, drop us a line with the details.
I'll start with a new beginning to the page and not much else. First a
moan, only two kind people wrote to me, P.A. RAVENSCROFT and Mr T. SYKES who is
going to supply me with a few maps of adventures so watch the end of the page
next month. I will also be printing your top five adventures every month so let
me know what yours are. Five pounds is on offer to the person who correctly
names the top five and supplies us with an amusing caption made up from the
letters of the adventures (you don't have to use them all).

1. El Diablero ( Microdeal )
2. Juxtaposition Pt 1 ( Wintersoft )
3. The Vortex Factor ( Microdeal )
4. Colossal Cave ( Cowen )
5. Bedlam ( Spectral Ass. )

Cowen Software have managed to fit a fair amount of the original
adventure in. If you never had the good luck to see it you have two or three
mazes, a pirate who leaps out and steals your treasure and puts it in a maze,
nasty dwarves who throw knives and axes at you, the original empty bottle with
stream. As an adventure on it's own it stands up very well, the location
descriptions are just long enough to give a good read though not as long as the
original. I get the feeling that I can complete it, not in "Sea Quest" time but
long enough to give a challenge. Also you really have to read the location
description hard because it's so easy to miss that there isn't a pit to the
south, but in your location! (any comments about how much better an adventurer
you are than me, put them on a postcard and send them to me. I'll be sending
mine in - Ed.) At £6.00 including p&p you should buy it from Cowen Software Ltd,
23 GRISTOL AVE, LEVENSHULME, MANCHESTER, M19 3NU. (I'm only putting this as
people are always writing to ask for issue 1's from Wayne so there must be
plenty of you who didn't see my incomplete adventure list). Incidentally, the
adventure was written using their Adventure Writer which is reviewed elsewhere.

Balintop:
Type: Text only (except for the first location)
Value for money: 9/10.
Overall: 9/10.

One adventure you should look out for is Tanglewood from Microdeal and
was originally going to be called Willow the Wisp from the cartoon series, but
Microdeal didn't want to infringe the copyright. In it you can choose from one
of five characters (this is getting to be a trend, Space Trek I, II and To
Boldly Go) There are plenty of locations with over 700, Schark Castle, The
Woods, Dwarf Dive and text only sections according to one of Microdeal's
mail-shots. I'll be reviewing it in next month's D.M. Oh and another thing in it
you don't actually save your position to tape it gives you a code or word which
you type in at a later date to get back your former position.

Guess what, the oh so famous me and those people Smithson (does he mean
me? - Ed) and that other fella Roper and the artist who drew the new cover, got
together a while back to make what will be one of the best adventures around
which uses the hi-res screen with three scrolls, one with inventory, one with
location description and one with your input and anything the Dragon has to say
about it. If you can't wait to see this masterpiece then you can send me a SAE
with one sheet of A4 paper in it then I'll give you a screen dump of the screen
- makes sense! The adventure itself is top secret at the moment - Ed.

And now for something completely different.... The Crackiewood Incident.
From the beginning I could tell this was it, the most insane adventure to hit
the adventure scene since Pimania (not that I am comparing them!) The cover was
the fist clue; the authors and Salamander Software disclaim any responsibility
for decisions, murders, suicides, insanity (no I wasn't like this before I played
it), or cataclysms resulting from playing this adventure. With a choice of Utter
Wally, John Travolta, Chang of Khan, Superman, or Geoff Boycott I know it would
have to be no not John Travolta but Geoff Boycott, a Yorkshireman. I spent the
first few hours (yes!) being picked up by alien spaceships and being
jettisoned, being arrested by the police for vagrancy, Geoff Boycott.
When attacked by a hell angel I found out how smelly my armpits were when he ran off. Before I say what happened next in the Vole Strangler affair I am slightly insane but have all my brains intact, that cleared up I found a crate of Fosters amber nectar and got brain damage from drinking it! If you meet the herd of Aussies with the crate then they steal it and run off laughing otherwise you get attacked but this time I tried a bit of head-buttting.

After being duffed up by what I thought was a gangster and waking up in a dark alley with a button with a sign that says do not push (remind me of The Restaurant At The End Of The Universe where you press a black button and a black sign lights up saying please do not press again) of course I had to press it and Salamander almost but not quite had me fooled into thinking that it'd performed a cold start (on-off). If you press it again, no I won't spoil the surprise.

The screen layout is standard windows, location in one box ect. I feel it may appeal more to those of you looking for a bit of light relief from serious adventures though this page should provide enough light relief, from what, I don't know. Ratings :-

Problem Difficulty 4/10 (if you attack them from the point of view of say Wayne)

Type : Text only.
Value for money 7/10 at 4.95
Overall 5/10, 8/10 for loonies.

Next month I will be reviewing a graphic trilogy by Jonathan Cartwright who is hoping to get them accepted by one of the big companies. (Hear that Wayne?) (Pardon? - Ed.) From my preliminary look at the first two they should be worth buying so come on Blaby, Incentive, Microdeal, Computape etc, ring or write to me and I'll tell you more.

The map of Juxtaposition has been sent in by M.D.WALLER, thanks to him for that. Again no one has offered help or said they need help, come on even I need help sometimes. I managed to get an offer of help from Tom Wilkinson, 13 SHAFTESBURY AVE, HULL, HUMBERSIDE, HU8 988 who isn't even a subscriber! He offers help on Black Sanctum, Calixto Island, Caverns of Doom, Circus Adv, Don't Panic, Golden Batton, Mansion Adv, Pirate Adv, Seaquest, Shenanigans, All Ket Trilogy, Trekboer and Vortex Factor. ENCLOSE AN SAE.

Martin Waller, whose address I printed last month, offers help on Juxtaposition. So in the first three months you can get help on 17 adventures, not bad eh?

I'm not printing any codes because I'm still sulking because not many people have written to me not even to say how brilliant I am. (?) not Ed)

So it's time for me to go to beddie-bys and I expect to have some letters at 12 SANDHILL MOUNT, LEEDS, WEST YORKS, LS17 8EQ tomorrow morning, OK?!

Or you could shock me by ringing me on (0532) 689783 between 11am and 9pm weekends.

<Map of Juxtaposition, 'CETI-V' is on top of next page>

Advanced orders now being taken at the special price of £5.00!!! exclusively to Dragon Monthly subscribers. Save £1.95 on the actual price and be the first people to experience the game of a lifetime.

*Orders to be in by 30th September 1986

What game?  
-see next page...
Available soon. Release date: October 4th, Cardiff Airport.

From... Smithson Computing

100 SCREEN FRANKIE

£6.95

THE MOST AWESOMELY BRILLIANT GAME YOU WILL EVER PLAY ON YOUR DRAGON

Frankie. An incredible 100 screen all action arcade game. Can you save Frankie Stire and the mission crew from the madcap mayhem created by the evil Doctor Von Loot? Negotiate the lifts, slides, collapsing and electric floors, moving platforms as well as the rock dropping vampire bat flying across and guarding the exit. Eggar, the evil doctors willing slave, has been sent to make sure you never make it. Be careful as he scales the sides firing lightening bolts at you. Shoot, yes! you are equipped with a laser, at the bolts to neutralise them (not to mention the feet, eyes, noses, mouths, hands etc. that bounce about the screen). The trouble with shooting your laser is that your energy goes down quicker - more problems! However, help is at hand with the aid of 'Hackers Delight' - if you can find out how of course......

SMITHSON COMPUTING, 24 COAL HILL GREEN, BRAMLEY, LEEDS, LS13 1DR. Tel: 0532 551631
Hello, hello, is there anybody out there? Well, that's a relief, for a horrible moment I thought perhaps only Wayne and I actually received the mag. The reason for this is that wading through last months mail I find... not a single competition entry for the last puzzle page. If you completed part of the puzzles but didn't send them in because you didn't think you had done enough, kick yourself now, you would have won. Ah well, things can only get better, but only if you respond, if you don't respond then the puzzle page disappears and with it your chance to win yourself the free goodies on offer. You can't say the prizes aren't good enough, last months prizes included several nice books along with the games so come on, it only costs the price of a stamp and a little brain exertion to enter. In case you thought last months crossword was a bit tough, this months is an easier one.

This month 3 copies of the latest Dragon mega-game FRANKIE are on offer for the best entries received, one for the best crossword, two for the maths puzzle. Both puzzles are straightforward but the crossword grid is numbered differently to avoid the squares being cluttered with the numbers. To explain it, the row 9 across has three answers so clue 9,1 applies to the first answer of 9 across, clue 9,2 to the second answer of 9 across and so on. Good luck.

ACROSS :: 1 A young sheep: 2 Mistake: 3 A pump or a a coach: 4,1 You could be all at this if in the red: 4,2 A Chuckie Egg meanie: 5,1 Roland is one: 5,2 To squeeze out the last bit: 5,3 The direction: 6,1 Small thanks: 6,2 Enemy agent: 6,3 Goes with whisky: 6,4 Rambo's this kind of man: 7,1 Christmas tree: 7,2 Put something on to postpone it: 8,1 An alternative: 8,2 Either: 8,3 The cigarette type?: 8,4 We are partly users: 9,1 A sleeping appliance!: 9,2 Useful in adventures: 9,3 A lump of turf: 10,1 Misery: 10,2 Pull: 11 Book a flight: 12 Teach: 13 A small newt:

DOWN :: 10 Olde frequently: 11 Type of pipe: 12,1 Me and you: 12,2 South Africa (anagram!): 13,1 A musical sequence, usually repeated: 13,2 Test is an anagram of this olde word: 14,1 It: 14,2 Forty winks: 14,3 Exile: 15,1 A particular time: 15,2 Belonging to me: 15,3 Olde you: 15,4 Culture: 16,1 Distant: 16,2 Olde anger: 17,1 Type of bird: 17,2 Small father: 17,3 Short reference or regarding: 17,4 Olde ale, put gin with it to get a measure: 18,1 Fish trap: 18,2 Blue, high, or diver?: 18,3 That woman!: 19,1 Hurry: 19,2 Olde vase: 20,1 To depart: 20,2 North America (anagram!): 21 Olde measure of land: 22 To optically register an item!

Now onto the second of this months puzzles, the maths one. All you have to do is answer the following three questions:- FRANKIE=512, how?: FRANKIE=192, how?: FRANKIE=64, how?: To make it a bit easier still, a clue is 'ASCII', also only plus and minus are used. As a tie breaker (he said optimistically) also send in the quickest statement you can come up with from the letters of FRANKIE GOES TO HECKMONDWYKE. There are two copies of FRANKIE to be won in this puzzle so have a go. All entries to be in by 30th September 1986. Send them to I. Rockett, 2 Knowle road, Burley, Leeds, LS4 2PJ.

Even if you can't complete all the crossword, still send in your best effort, a best effort would have one last month, it might win this month as well!
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PRINTER BARGAINS: I can get hold of some ex-demonstration Triumph Adler full size (upto 180 cpi) daisywheel printers, the exact same model that printed this magazine, for £150. They are worth well over £350 and I can only get a few so first come first served. I can also get Brother HR5's for £70.00. Telephone me (Wayne) on 0532 551631 or write to me at 24 Coal Hill Green, Bramley, Leeds 13.

ADVENTURE for the Dragon, "The Bomb". Can you defuse the mad scientist's world decimator bomb? Great fun! (64 locations). On the same cassette: "Game List" - keep track of all the games you can't afford. AND a leaflet (free for opening celebrations), "An Introduction to Adventure Gaming" - 3.5 pages of hints and information - absolutely free with "The Bomb" and "Game List". All this makes a great adventure starter pack for just £3.50 (£4.50 outside UK). Order from Hobbitsoft, 8 Ingleby Road, Wigston, Leicester, LE8 1DQ.

PRINTER LABELS: 66mmx36mm printer labels (like the ones on the envelope your magazine arrived in), only £6.00 per 1000 to subscribers (£8.00 for non-subscribers). Also cassette side labels, choice of pink, yellow or tractor fed roll for only £3.00 per 100 (£4.00 for non-subscribers). Quote your subscription number on all orders if you are a subscriber. Please add 60p postage. Cheques payable to Smithson Computing at the usual address. Also blank disks at £1.00 each (min. 2 disks) or £9.00 for 10, all disks are without labels but include the sleeves.

FOR SALE, pair of Quickshot II joysticks, 100% unused, £8 each. Software including top titles. Also, wanted - swap my ED1+/HI-RES cartridge for your AALLDREAM cartridge. Write to Ian Rockett, 2 Knowle Road, Burley, Leeds, LS4 2PJ.

"6809 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING" by L.A. Leventhal book for sale, completely unused gift, only £10. Contact Barry Johnson, Flat 2, 4 Carisbrooke Road, St Leonards 0/6, E. Sussex, TN38 0JS. This is the book recommended in the machine code tutorial in issue 2 of DM.

ELECTRONIC BUFFS, I have various electronic components I want to get rid of: Various capacitors (electrolytic and ceramic); Various resistors, regulators, rectifiers, pots., LED's, SPDT switches, slide switches, toggle switches, terminals, speakers, ribbon cable, relays; A 6522 VIA (unused), 2 SN74LS125 tri-state buffers, 2 SN74LS245 octal tri-state bus transceivers, various other gates and amplifier chips; prototype board to fit Dragon cartridge slot; complete article on how to interface to the Dragon using the 6522 VIA and chips mentioned to the cartridge slot. All I want for this lot is £10 plus postage, the 6522 itself is worth double that. Telephone Wayne on 0532 551631.

BOOKS! The following books, all for £1 each: Adventuring with Electronics; Adventuring with micro-electronics; Programming with Graphics; Logo programming; Simple interfacing Projects; Computers and your Child; Computing for the Hobbyist and Small Business. All these books are not Dragon relevant but are brand new (except for the electronic books). Please add 60p postage, cheques payable to Wayne Smithson, 24 Coal Hill Green, Bramley, Leeds 13.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS are now absolutely free to subscribers (5p a word for trade and non-subscribers) so if you have anything to sell or want something then either send us the wording or ring us on 0532 551631 and tell us what you want putting in. Couldn't be easier could it!
FREE £2.00 VOUCHER GIVEN WITH ALL ORDERS PLACED BY DRAGON MONTHLY SUBSCRIBERS. (ie. £2.00 off your next order)

LATEST ARRIVALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PUBLISHER</th>
<th>MEDIUM</th>
<th>OUR PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moneylock</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>£13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharelock</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>£15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mailbox</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>£15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saleslock</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>£15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billbook</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>£18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cashbox</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>£19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docket</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>£19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockbook</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>£19.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(please state which DragonDos or DragonReal)

Maillist/Address Book

Electronic Author (Settham) darm £14.95 disc £15.95

GAMES

LATEST GAMES

Gordon Bennet (settham) casset £4.99 disc (dr. dos) £7.99
Cassette Fifty (Cascales) 50 games for £8.95

SPECIAL RECENTS

Here's a selection of some of the latest games and utilities available from your local software supplier or direct from the publisher.

Here's a selection of some of the latest games and utilities available from your local software supplier or direct from the publisher.

Chocolate Factory Deluxe
Franklin's Time Traveler
Pacifal (Program Factory)
Snow City: Adventurer's Guide
Blackbuster Quiz (Computerbase)
Line Find (Computerbase)
Snowpeak (Computerbase)
Ace High (Tutor Village)
Time Attack (Tutor Village)
Cliff House: Aha (Thrillsoft)
Predator (Eclipse)
Brain Stacker (Microvision)
Early Steady Go (Incentive)
Dars Star (Design Designs) also runs on Tandy
Time Loves Cricket (Pascal)
Tandy version also available
SAG (Pascal)
Photo-Finish (Pascal)
Back Track (Incentive)
Jet Set Willy (Software Projects)
Magic Minir (Software Projects)
Chess (Oasis)
Bangsamm (Oasis)
Othello (Oasis)
Invisible Cube (Oasis)
Dominos (Oasis)

PERIPHERALS

Cassette Disc Drives

1 x 40 track single sided
1 x 80 track single sided
2 x 40 track single sided
2 x 80 track double sided

Our price includes VAT and carriage (on Commodore products only)

SAM chips (745783) £15.00 each

SECOND HAND DISCS

£0.50p each

SECOND HAND LIBRARY CASES

£0.30p each

LIMITED NUMBERS ONLY

EDUCATIONAL CORNER

Dragon Education Series

£2.00 each; any three for £6.00 or any five for £8.00

Let's Count (3-7) single counting
Shape Up (4-7) single shapes
Number Chase (6-11) estimation skills

Facemask (6-11) Number patterns & relationships

Gaming Software Series

Share-A-Game software £2.50 each or any three for £5.00

Fun to Learn (6-12) Live and Learn (9+)

Family Programs

Othello

Fun and Games: Maze Race (small

Snow Queen (7+) pattern recognition and spelling)

Chess Cat series (Apasoft)

£2.50 each or two for £5.00

Maths 1 (4-6)

Maths 2 (6-7)

O' Level Maths (Pt 1)

Superspy 1 (1+)

HOW TO ORDER

Write to us, or phone with a Access card, quoting the titles, publisher, and medium where relevant, of the programs or items you want.

Please include 50p. postage/packaging on single orders, and 75p. for two or more titles ordered. Postage to rest of Europe is £1.50, and £3.50 to rest of world.

If possible please give your telephone number, as well as your name and full address.

Cheques/postal orders made payable to John Penn Discount Software.

All the software and peripherals are subject to availability.

Please allow up to 21 days for delivery, although we try to despatch orders within 24 hours.

Trade enquiries welcome.

JOHN PENN DISCOUNT SOFTWARE

Dean Farm Cottage, Kingly, Burton (06433) 3570

Borden, Kent, Gt. Britain